INFLUENCES OF MULTI-LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE ON MANDARIN CONSONANT PERCEPTION
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ABSTRACT

Cantonese speakers from Hong Kong learn Mandarin under the influence of both Cantonese and English. This study investigates the influence of Cantonese and English on Mandarin consonant perception. Nineteen Cantonese speakers were tested in an identification task followed by a cross-language mapping and goodness-rating task when perceiving Mandarin fricatives, affricates, liquids and the alveolar nasal. The results showed that Cantonese-English bilinguals mapped Mandarin consonants onto both Cantonese and English consonants. Language dominance and perceptual similarity both play a role in cross-language assimilation. The cross-language mapping pattern, however, only partially predicts the identification results. In addition, mapping Mandarin consonants onto English sound categories has a facilitative effect on the perception of Mandarin consonants.
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1. INTRODUCTION

An important question in L2 speech acquisition is how cross-language similarities and differences affect and predict the acquisition of L2 sounds. Perceptual Assimilation Model - L2 (PAM-L2) [1] predicts that if two non-native sounds are assimilated to two different L1 categories, the perception of the two sounds will be good. If two non-native sounds are assimilated to the same L1 category, the discrimination of the two sounds will be poor. If two non-native sounds are assimilated as a good version and a poor version of the same category, the accuracy is predicted to be intermediate. Previous studies on L2 vowel and consonant perception have provided some support for this hypothesis [2, 3]. A relevant and intriguing question is whether the link between cross-language similarities and perception results can be extended to the scenario where a third sound system is learned. Previous studies suggested that the first two sound systems can both have an impact on the production and perception of the third sound system [4, 5]. But will the sound categories in the third system be mapped onto the sound categories in the first or the second sound system? Can cross-language mapping patterns predict perceptual accuracy when three sound systems interact?

To answer these questions, the current study examined the perception of Mandarin consonants by Cantonese-English bilinguals. Cantonese and Mandarin are both Chinese languages, but their phonological systems are quite different. Mandarin has a rich inventory of sibilants. It contrasts three manners of articulation for dental sounds (/s, ts, tsʰ/), retroflex sounds (/ʂ, ʈʂ, ʈʂʰ/) and alveolo-palatal sounds (/ɕ, ʈɕ, ʈɕʰ/). In contrast, Cantonese has a much smaller inventory of sibilants (/s, ts, tsʰ/). English has six alveolar and post-alveolar sibilants (/s, z, ʃ, ʒ, tʃ, dʒ/). In addition, both Mandarin and English contrast /l, /l/, and /l/, while Cantonese does not have a /l/ phoneme and is gradually losing /n-/l/ contrast [6]. Given the differences in consonant inventories, it is interesting to examine how Cantonese-English bilinguals map Mandarin consonants onto Cantonese or English consonants. Does English facilitate Mandarin consonant perception? Can cross-language assimilation patterns predict the accuracy of Mandarin consonant identification?

2. METHOD

2.1. Participants

Nineteen undergraduate students (15 females and 4 males) from Hong Kong Baptist University were invited to participate in the experiment. Their average age was 20 years old. They were born and grew up in Hong Kong. They all speak Cantonese as their first language, and learned English and Mandarin later. They started learning English at an average age of three and Mandarin at an average age of four. In the language background survey, participants reported that they used Cantonese and English more frequently than Mandarin in daily communication and in school, and had a higher proficiency in Cantonese and English than in Mandarin. All participants formally learned Pinyin before participating in the experiment.

2.2. Stimuli

The target consonants included Mandarin alveolar fricative and affricates /s, ts, tsʰ/, retroflex fricative
and affricates /ʂ, ʐ, ʈʂ, ʈʃ/, and palatal fricative and affricates /ɕ, ɕ, ʈʂ, ʈʃ/, approximants /l, ɹ, ɹ/ and alveolar nasal /n/. The fricatives and affricates are followed by the high front vowel /i/ or the apical vowel /ʅ, ɹ/, and the liquids and the nasal are followed by /t, ʈ, ɹ/ and /ɿ/ (see Table 1). The stimuli were read by two Mandarin native speakers from Beijing (one male and one female) and recorded in a sound-treated room. The target syllables were embedded in the carrier phrase “wo şwo __ ɿtʃ kə ʈʂɿ” (I say ___ this word). After the recording, the target syllables were cut out to be used in the experiment.

### 2.3. Procedure

The participants completed an identification task, and a cross-language mapping and goodness rating task in a classroom. The stimuli were presented through the loudspeakers in the classroom, and the subjects were asked to respond using online questionnaires. The stimuli were played in a random order using Praat [7]. In the identification task, the subjects heard the stimuli and they were asked to choose which sound it was in Pinyin. The 30 stimuli (15 words × 2 speakers) were repeated three times, resulting in a total of 90 trials. In the second task, participants listened to the stimuli and were asked to classify the sounds they heard as one of the Cantonese categories (/s, ts, tsʰ/) or English categories (/s, ʃ, ʃ, tʃ, dʒ/). English /ʃ/ was not included because it cannot occur in the syllable initial position. They were then asked to rate the similarity between the word they heard and the sound they chose on a scale of 1 (unlike) to 5 (very similar). They were allowed to choose one sound (either Cantonese or English), or two sounds (one from Cantonese and one from English). Each stimulus was identified and rated two times, resulting in a total of 60 trials.

### 2.4. Statistical analysis

For the identification results, identification accuracy for each sound was calculated, and confusion matrices were summarized. For the cross-language mapping and goodness rating task, the percentage of identification for each category in Cantonese and English was calculated. Following Guion et al. [8], the “fit index” was calculated to combine the identification percentage and goodness rating into one single matrix. It is calculated by multiplying the percentage of identification by the goodness rating of that identification. For example, if the percentage of identifying Mandarin /ts/ as Cantonese /ts/ is 24%, and the goodness rating of this identification is 1.67, then the fit index of this classification is 0.40.

### 3. RESULTS

#### 3.1. Identification results

Figure 1 shows the accuracy of identifying Mandarin consonants by Cantonese-English bilinguals. Mandarin /ɿ/ and /n/ were identified with the highest accuracy. The accuracy of /tsʰ/ (88%) and /ts/ (87%) was highest among the fricatives and affricates. The accuracy of /tsʰ/ (62%) and /s/ (71%) was the lowest among all the tested consonants.

![Figure 1: Accuracy of identifying Mandarin consonants](image)

Table 2 is the confusion matrix of Mandarin fricatives and affricates. First, it is easy for the speakers to confuse Mandarin /ɿ/ and /ʃ/. It is also hard for them to distinguish the three retroflex sounds /ʂ, ʐ, ʈʂ, ʈʃ/, where /ʈʂ/ and /ʈʃ/ were often identified as /ʈʂʰ/. In addition, Mandarin /tsʰ/ was often identified as /tsʰ/ or /s/.

![Table 2: Confusion matrix of Mandarin fricatives and affricates](image)
Table 3 is the confusion matrix of Mandarin nasal /n/ and approximants /l, j/. The most common confusion was between /n/ and /l/. The confusion between /l/ and /j/ can also be seen, but was less frequent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stimuli</th>
<th>Responses</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>j</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>202</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Confusion matrix of Mandarin nasal and approximants.

3.2. Perceptual assimilation results

Table 4 and 5 summarized the mean percent identification and goodness rating of Mandarin consonants in terms of Cantonese and English sound categories. When compared to Cantonese categories, Mandarin /ts/, /tsʰ/ and /tsʰ/ were most similar to Cantonese /ts/, Mandarin /hsʰ/, /hsʰ/ and /hsʰ/ were most similar to Cantonese /hsʰ/, and Mandarin /s/ were most similar to Cantonese fricative /s/. When compared to English categories, Mandarin /s/ and /ʃ/ were assimilated to English /ʃ/, Mandarin /ʃ/ to English /ʃ/, Mandarin /tsʰ/, /tsʰ/ and /hsʰ/ to English /ʃ/, Mandarin /ʃ/ and /ʃ/ to English /ʃ/.

As to the liquids and the nasal, Mandarin /l, j, n/ were mapped onto English /l, j, n/ respectively. When compared to Cantonese sounds, Mandarin /l, j, n/ were all assimilated to Cantonese /n/.

To compare the cross-language mapping pattern more directly, the fit index of the most commonly identified Cantonese and English sounds was calculated and summarized in Table 6. A higher score of fix index indicates more similarity between Mandarin consonants and the identified sound. According to Table 6, among the 12 Mandarin consonants, 6 were mapped onto Cantonese consonants, and 6 were mapped onto English consonants. Mandarin /h/ and /hs/ were mapped onto Cantonese /ts/, Mandarin /l/ and /ʃ/ were mapped onto Cantonese /tsʰ/, Mandarin /ʃ/ and /ʃ/ were mapped onto Cantonese /tsʰ/. The rest of the Mandarin consonants were mapped onto English sounds. Mandarin /tsʰ/ and /ʃ/ were mapped onto English /ʃ/ and /ʃ/ respectively. As expected, Mandarin /n, j, l/ were mapped onto English /n, j, l/. But unexpectedly, Mandarin /ts/ was mapped onto English /ʃ/ rather than Cantonese /ts/.

Table 5: Mean percent identification and goodness rating (in parentheses) of Mandarin nasal and approximants in terms of Cantonese and English categories. Boldfaced values indicate the most commonly identified responses in each language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cantonese</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>tsʰ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>18 (1.67)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsʰ</td>
<td>19 (1.33)</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>21 (1.5)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsʰ</td>
<td>17 (1)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>56 (3.48)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsʰ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>54 (3.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ts</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsʰ</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Mean percent identification and goodness rating (in parentheses) of Mandarin fricatives and affricates in terms of Cantonese and English categories. Boldfaced values indicate the most commonly identified responses in each language.
4. DISCUSSION

Based on the results of the cross-language mapping task, the listeners map Mandarin consonants onto both Cantonese and English sound categories. This is consistent with Wrembel et al. [9] which shows that the phonemes in the third sound system are mapped onto categories in the other two sound systems. Our results also suggest that both language dominance and perceptual similarity play a role in cross-language mapping. Although Cantonese has a much smaller inventory of sibilants than English does, the bilinguals still map six Mandarin sibilants onto Cantonese, and mapped the other three Mandarin sibilants onto three English sibilants. It should also be noted that in the perceptual assimilation task, the majority of responses were “none of them” for many consonants. It seems to indicate that the participants are aware of the cross-linguistic difference between the three sound systems, and try to keep them separate.

The cross-language mapping pattern only partially predicts Mandarin identification results. According to PAM-L2, if two sounds are mapped onto the same L1 category, it would be hard for learners to distinguish the two sounds. According to the mapping results, Mandarin /s/ and /s/ were both mapped onto Cantonese /s/, and Mandarin /ts/ and /ts/ were both mapped onto Cantonese /ts/. In the identification task, we did find that participants often mixed /s/ with /s/, and /ts/ with /ts/. However, there are some exceptions. Mandarin /h/ and /s/ were both mapped onto Cantonese /ts/, but Mandarin /h/ were seldom mixed with /h/, and were often identified as /ts/. Mandarin /h/ was more often identified as /ts/ than /ts/.

In terms of identification accuracy, it is expected that Mandarin consonants that are mapped onto the same Cantonese or English category would have lower accuracy because learners tend to mix those consonants, while consonants that are mapped onto separate categories would have higher accuracy. As expected, we did find that the identification accuracy of Mandarin /h/ and /h/ was high, and Mandarin /s/ and /s/ had a low accuracy. Contrary to the prediction, the identification accuracy of Mandarin /h/ and /h/ was high although they were mapped onto Cantonese /ts/ and /ts/ with other Mandarin sounds. It suggests that the relationship between cross-language mapping and perception accuracy is more complex than PAM predicts when there are three sound systems.

The results also show that English consonants facilitate the discrimination of Mandarin consonants for Cantonese-English bilinguals. Cantonese does not contrast /l/ and /l/, but the learners showed high accuracy in identifying the two phonemes. The cross-language mapping pattern has shown that this is because the bilinguals mapped Mandarin /l/ and /l/ onto English /l/ and /l/. A similar effect can be found in /n/-/n/ contrast. Many speakers do not distinguish Cantonese /l/ and /n/ in daily communication, but the identification accuracy of /n/ is still high. This might be the result of a positive transfer from English. This facilitative effect is also reported in Onishi [10].

5. CONCLUSION

In the current study, the perception of Mandarin consonants by English-English bilinguals was tested. The results showed that the bilinguals mapped Mandarin consonants onto both Cantonese and English categories. Cross-language assimilation is influenced probably by both perceptual similarity and language dominance. Mapping Mandarin sounds onto English sound categories can facilitate the identification of Mandarin consonants when English has contrasts that Cantonese does not have. However, cross-language mapping patterns only partially predict the identification results. It suggests that the relationship between cross-language assimilation and perceptual accuracy is more complex when there are three sound systems.
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